We are conducting tests of an advanced zindair fuel cell design to determine effectiveness in various commercial applications. Our 322-cm2 cell uses gravity-fed zinc pellets as the anode, 12 M KOH electrolyte, and an air cathode catalyzed by a cobalt-porphyrin complex on carbon black. A single 322 cm2 cell runs at a standard operating power of 38 W (1200 W/m2) at 39 A (1245 A/mz) and 0.96 V with a p e r density of 2400 W/m2 at 0.67 V. With improved current collection hardwarey already demonstrated in the laboratory, power generation increases to -3600 W/m2 at 1V. We conducted a 50-hour test in which a cell generated 587 Ah and 569 Wh. The power that may be generated increases by a factor of 2.5 between T = 28 OC and 52 OC. Electrolyte capacityy without stabilization additives, was measured at 147 Ahn
Introduction
The galvanic reaction of zinc and atmospheric oxygen can be sustained in a fuel cell configuration, in which pellets of zinc are fed from an external hopper into a power-producing cell. While this consguration has also been d e d a "refuelable battery," the term "fuel cell" is perhaps more accurate in that it acknowledges a defining property of all fuel cells: the amp-hour capacity of the system is fuuy independent of power rating. At large capacities, our system can generate five times more energy-per-weight than lead acid batteries. A zindair fuel cell sized for an electric bus can be refueled by a transfer of pellets and electrolyte in about 10 minutes, eliminating the dij3iculties associated with long charge time of electrically rechargeable batteries (I). Unlike secondary and reconstructable zindair batteries, the energy and power of this fuel cell can be adjusted arbitrarily to meet the needs of the vehicle. Low cost of components and simplicity of zinc fuel recycling is helping to maintain interest in this technology. The selffeeding cell technology (Figure 1) is simple, capable of full zinc utilization, safe to operate, and readily stackable. A zinc/air fuel cell is well-suited to electric vehicle requirements: high energy density, rapid recharge, consistent performance even after days of standby, and inherently low cost.
In the past, we have constructed multicell stacks with 250 cm2 electrodes. We operated one 6-11 system as part of the power train of an electric bus, demonstrating continuity of feed and stable operation in a road test (I).
We tested alternative fuel pellet materials and established that standby corrosion and refueling losses were negligible, as reported at this conference (2) and in a proprietary document (3). The basic cell design was The electrochemical reactions in the alkaline electrolyte zinc/air cell are:
The zindoxygen cell has a standard potential of 1.65 V, but open circuit voltages are found to be -1.45 V. The performance of the system is limited by the air cathode-a gas diffusion electrd, consisting of Teflon-bonded carbon black supporting a cobalt porphyrin catalyst (Eltech Research Company, or Alupower, Inc.). The cathode efficiency depends on the catalytic rate of peroxide reduction, and at high cathode current density, significant loss in cell voltage (polarization) occurs, Current and power density are measured as a function of the area of the air cathode, and are limited by its efficiency, as well as by the current collection hardware. Cell resistance must be minimized for efficient power generation. For this reason, the cell is normally run at temperatures of 50-70 "C, and with concentrated KOH, for improved ionic conductivity. The capacity of the electrolyte for zinc reaction products controls the ratio of zinc to electrolyte for each recharge cycle and hence the range per recharge. This can be extended by use of certain additives to the electrolyte (to promote and control precipitation) and through thermal precipitation cycles.
Results and Discussion
A SO-hour test of a single cell was run to determine stability of power generation, electrolyte capacity and temperature dependence of power generation. The 322 cm2 cell was loaded with lo00 g of zinc fuel and run at 10-20 A and 50-60 "C for most of the test. The cell was shut down for overnight standby, by draining electrolyte and shutting off airflow. Figure 2 shows steady power generation until day 4, when the electrolyte was exhausted, leading to passivation of the zinc fuel. Since zinc was still present in the hoppers, the cell was run for an additional 100 Ah, but some of the zinc fuel was left unconsumed, due to the build-up of a surface oxide layer. The zinclair fuel cell exhibits a flat discharge voltage, then a decrease but not a sudden drop as electrolyte fills with zinc oxides, allowing use of the fuel cell at lower power output near the end of a cycle. During the 50 hour test, 587 Ah and 569 Wh were generated. Electrolyte capacity was found to be 147 A m , and can be increased by a factor of at least 2 with addition of stabilization additives, or electrolyte reservoit modifications.
Polarization curves for zinclair fuel cell ( Figure 3 ) show that high current densities of >3500 Nm2 have been achieved at useful operating voltages. We are working on reproducing the results of earlier tests in 80-cm2 cells in six-cell stacks of 322-cm2 cells. The smaller cells generated up to 4500 W/m2 and showed nearly invariant cell voltage with product accumulation up to 125 Ahn (4). These earlier results (Figure 3 , dashed and solid lines) were obtained using voltage measurements at the electrodes which excluded current-collector losses and demonstrate that considerably higher power densities may be attainable with improved current collection techniques. At 0.8 V, about two times more power may be generated at 52 "C than at 33 "C.
